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Shooting Digital: Pro Tips for Taking Great Pictures with Your Digital CameraSybex, 2006
"Be part of the revolution."
    —Leo Laporte, This Week in Tech    

    Go beyond the basics to mastery of the art and craft of digital photography in this new edition of the landmark book from award-winning photographer and author Mikkel Aaland. Aaland draws upon his thirty years of experience in the...
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Basic Photographic Materials and Processes, Third EditionFocal Press, 2008
"This is the most understandable broad coverage of the material on the market... I will continue using this title until next edition or if another publisher comes out with a better title (but I doubt that)."

"No question, content wise this one tops most pubs on the subject."

"Having taken the...
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Embedded Computer Vision (Advances in Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2008


	As a graduate student at Ohio State in the mid-1970s, I inherited a unique computer

	vision laboratory from the doctoral research of previous students. They had

	designed and built an early frame-grabber to deliver digitized color video from a

	(very large) electronic video camera on a tripod to a mini-computer (sic) with a...
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Chipless RFID: Design Procedure and Detection TechniquesSpringer, 2014

	This book examines the design of chipless RFID systems. The authors begin with the philosophy of RFID and its effect on commercial applications. Then, they discuss the chipless RFID systems and the application of chipless RFID systems, the advantages it provides compared to conventional barcode ID and chipped RFID tags. The text then covers...
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Introduction to Fluorescence SensingSpringer, 2008
Fluorescence sensing is a rapidly developing field of research and technology. Its target is nearly the whole world of natural and synthetic compounds being detected in different media including living bodies. The application area range from control of industrial processes to environment monitoring and clinical diagnostics. Among different...
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Computer Vision with Maker Tech: Detecting People With a Raspberry Pi, a Thermal Camera, and Machine LearningApress, 2021

	
		Harness the untapped potential of combining a decentralized Internet of Things (IoT) with the ability to make predictions on real-world fuzzy data. This book covers the theory behind machine learning models and shows you how to program and assemble a voice-controlled security.

	
		You’ll learn the differences between...
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Practical Arduino: Cool Projects for Open Source Hardware (Technology in Action)Apress, 2009

	Create your own Arduino-based designs, gain in-depth knowledge of the architecture of Arduino, and learn the user-friendly Arduino language all in the context of practical projects that you can build yourself at home. Get hands-on experience using a variety of projects and recipes for everything from home automation to test equipment.
...
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OpenNI CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	The release of Microsoft Kinect, then PrimeSense Sensor, and Asus Xtion opened new doors for developers to interact with users, re-design their application’s UI, and make them environment (context) aware. For this purpose, developers need a good framework which provides a complete application programming interface (API), and OpenNI is...
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Control Problems in Robotics and Automation (Lecture Notes in Control and Information Sciences)Springer, 1998

	Focusing on the important control problems in state-of-the-art robotics and automation, this volume features invited papers from a workshop held at CDC, San Diego, California. As well as looking at current problems, it aims to identify and discuss challenging issues that are yet to be solved but which will be vital to future research...
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Practical Fashion Tech: Wearable Technologies for Costuming, Cosplay, and EverydayApress, 2016

	Pull back the curtain on making fun and innovative costumes and accessories incorporating technologies like low-cost microprocessors, sensors and programmable LEDs.


	Fashion tech can require skills in design, pattern-making, sewing, electronics, and maybe 3D printing. Besides the tech skills, making a good costume or accessory also...
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Beginning Android Tablet Games Programming (Beginning Apress)Apress, 2011


	This book teaches you to create your own games for Android 3.0 tablets. After reading and working

	through its examples, you’ll have gained command over the sensors, touchscreen, network capabilities,

	and processing power of the many new tablet computers. Does that sound daunting? It isn’t. Instead of

	going through the...
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Robot Development Using Microsoft Robotics Developer StudioCRC Press, 2011

	This book has evolved from class notes for the undergraduate Automation and Robotics
	course at the National Taiwan University. The course was originally designed for senior
	students in the Department of Civil Engineering, enhancing their understanding of
	robotics technology and its potential. As this course does not have any...
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